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SMART FARM SALES MANAGER LITHUANIA
Kaunas
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Deadline: 25/09/2020

SMART FARM SALES MANAGER LITHUANIA
UAB "Dimela Lietuva" is part of international group of companies in the Baltics which is distributing a wide range of
veterinary products, pet food. We are one of the market leaders in the ﬁeld of veterinary and animal nutrition products
in Baltics. UAB „Dimela Lietuva“ started its business in Lithuania in 1995. We focus on knowledge-based customer
service. At the moment „Dimela Lietuva“ is looking for a Sales Manager for our new projects in the Lithuanian market,
that possesses conﬁdence, attentiveness, professionalism, the ability to respond quickly, desire to learn and be part
of the team.
If you think you have the following profile:
You are graduated in Agriculture, Technical or Veterinary education or have equivalent experience.
You have previous experience in sales manager position or Farms consulting.
Your selling style and good communication skills allow you to convince potential customers and establish
long-term relationships at various levels.
You are an autonomous and trustful part of a team.
You have interests in inovative technologies in agriculture.
You have a suﬃcient level in English to participate in meetings or trainings, as well as read and write
emails. Russian language skills would be an advantage.
You have outstanding knowledge of MS Office.
You have the driver’s license (category B).
We are ready to:
Ensure a full-time position with valuable work experience and excellent working conditions.
Ensure interesting and active work in international and fast growing company, in good and friendly team.
Provide you with a full support in daily work.
Give you the space to implement your own ideas and grow as a professional.
Provide training inside and outside the company.
Provide you with a company car and all tools needed for your daily work.
Offer an excellent compensation package with base and bonus.
Salary
Netto salary starting at 1000 EUR/month.
Only selected candidates will be informed. Send your CV and cover letter only in English.

Salary:
Monthly salary (bruto): Fixed 1582.00 €
Convert salary to Neto
Location:
Kaunas (map)
Working time:
Full-time work

